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Introduction

Results

• Solid Set Canopy Delivery Systems (SSCDS) are fixed
agrichemical delivery systems for perennial crops (Fig. 1).
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• SSCDS has many potential advantages compared to airblast
sprayers: reduced application time, reduced fuel consumption,
and precision application timing; while improving a grower’s
ability to apply more selective, reduced risk pesticides and
inputs.
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Fig. 4 Deposition of dye (ng/cm^2) per training system.

 Coverage was somewhat variable by height with higher
coverage in the tops of canopies compared to lower in the
canopy (Fig. 7).
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 Top Cordon (TC) system had the highest levels of
coverage. This was likely due to the relatively dense
canopy channeling spray downward and the high leaf
surface area preventing drift and retaining spray in the
canopy (Fig 10).
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1. We evaluated 3 grape training systems: Vertical Shoot
Positioning (VSP Fig. 8), Double Cordon (DC Fig. 9), and
Top Cordon (TC Fig. 10) using 24’ portable SSCDS with
emitters every 3’.
2. Water sensitive Paper (Fig. 2) was placed in the upper third
and lower third of the canopies with an adaxial (top) and
abaxial (bottom) orientation. Mylar targets were used to
sample spray deposition.
3. Our test spray was: water, .1%m/v food safe pyranine dye,
and .1%v/v surfactant at a rate of 71 gal/acre.
4. Water sensitive paper was collected and scanned to
develop percentage coverage estimates (Fig 3).
5. Mylar targets were rinsed and the resulting solution was
scanned for fluorescence using a spectrophotometer. Data
were used to estimate deposition percentage of the applied
rate.
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SSCDS systems with multiple rows in a single set
(overlapping rows).
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Fig. 7 Percentage coverage of abxial and adaxial facing cards

Fig. 1 SSCDS Diagram

Fig. 2 Spray card on leaf

Fig. 3 Representative spray
cards. ~40% coverage on the
left, ~7% coverage on the right
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 The data suggest that SSCDS systems are especially
promising for DC and TC systems
Fig. 7 – Spray application
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ab axial for each training system.
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 Reduced abaxial (bottom) coverage is not surprising as it
has been observed in high density apples –where similar
levels of coverage provided adequate pest management.
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Fig. 6 Percentage coverage of spray cards placed facing ad axial and
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 The shorter, and thinner canopy in the Vertical Shoot
Positioning (VSP) system may have exacerbated spray
loss due to drift in both width and density (Fig. 8).

 Abaxial (bottom) and adaxial (top) coverage in both the
Double Cordon (DC) and Top Cordon (TC) systems were
above 15% --typically considered to be “adequate”
coverage (Fig. 5 and 6).
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Fig. 5 Deposition of dye (ng/cm^2) by height and training system.
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 Overall coverage was lower in the VSP system compared
to the DC and TC systems. Coverage was much higher
on the adaxial (top) of collectors compared to abaxial
(bottom) (Fig. 6).
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Objectives and Hypothesis:
To Evaluate spray coverage and deposition in different grape
training systems using the Solid set system for possible future
implementation. We hypothesize that coverage will differ between
each training system but will remain adequate for various
applications.
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 Deposition by height was similar for the VSP system but
varied for the DC and TC systems with highest deposition
difference in the TC system. (Fig 5).
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• The first step in evaluating SSCDS for these production systems
is to evaluate potential spray coverage and deposition.
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http://visualsunlimited.photoshelter.com/
 Overall deposition was similar across the three
training
systems with slightly higher in TC (Fig. 4).
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• Current prototype SSCDS systems have been developed and
evaluated for use in high density apples.
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Deposition and Coverage

 An SSCDS optimized for VSP trellising might require
microemitters that provide a “tighter” coverage pattern. The
lower canopy density of this system may have lead to
reduced coverage measurements.
 Future coverage studies should evaluate the coverage
developed on grape clusters.
 A multiple year study evaluating pest management efficacy
is warranted based on these results.

within each training system.
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Fig. 8 SSCDS in Vertical Shoot Positioning.
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Fig. 9 SSCDS in Double cordon
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Fig. 10 SSCDS in Top Cordon

